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Abstract
Magnetic Feshbach resonances have allowed great success in the production of ultracold diatomic
molecules frombi-alkalimixtures, but have so far eluded observation inmixtures of alkali and
alkaline-earth-like atoms. Inelastic collisional properties of ultracold atomic systems exhibit resonant
behavior in the vicinity of such resonances, providing a detection signature.We studymagnetic field
dependent inelastic effects via atom loss spectroscopy in an ultracold heteronuclearmixture of alkali
6Li in the ground state and alkaline-earth-like 174Yb in an excited electronicmetastable state (3P2,

= −m 1J ).We observe a variation of the interspecies inelastic two-body rate coefficient by nearly one
order ofmagnitude over a 100–520 Gmagnetic field range. By comparing to ab initio calculationswe
link our observations to interspecies Feshbach resonances arising from anisotropic interactions in this
novel collisional system.

1. Introduction

The ground electronic doublet-sigma ( Σ2 ) state of a diatomicmolecule composed of an alkali and an alkaline-
earth-like atom is endowedwith an unpaired electron. This electronic degree of freedomdistinguishes it from
the spinless singlet-sigma ( Σ1 ) ground state of the bi-alkalimolecules familiar to the ultracold gas community.
In particular, it opens up newpossibilities in thefield of quantum simulation that exploit both electric and
magnetic dipolemoments [1], and provides newopportunities to test fundamental physical theories through,
for instance, electron electric dipolemomentmeasurements [2].

Magnetic Feshbach resonances [3–5] have been crucial in theproductionof ground-state bi-alkalimolecules
[6, 7], allowing for the transformationof free atoms intoweakly-bound ‘Feshbach’molecules. These Feshbach
molecules can thenbe transferred into the ground state using coherent two-photonprocesses.Current experimental
effortswith ultracoldmixtures of alkali and alkaline-earth-like atoms [8–11]now face the challenge of locating and
utilizing suitableFeshbach resonances to create doublet-sigmamolecules.Unfortunately, recent theoretical studies
indicate that Feshbach resonances between the ground states of alkali and alkaline-earth-like atoms are extremely
narrowand located at inconvenientlyhighfields [12]. Such resonances have not yet been experimentally observed.

On the other hand, alkaline-earth-like atoms offer an additional avenue of collisional physics to explore due
to the presence of long-lived (metastable) electronically excited 3P states. Earlier studies of thesemetastable
states in alkaline-earth atoms calcium and strontium [13, 14] and alkaline-earth-like ytterbium [15] revealed
both elastic and inelastic collisional behavior. Resonances between ground andmetastable ytterbiumwere
recently reported [16] and attributed to anisotropy in the atomic interactions [17].Our group recently realized a
heteronuclearmixture ofmetastable ytterbium and alkali lithium [18], where broad interspecies Feshbach
resonances of several Gausswidth are theoretically predicted [19]. Such resonances would be accompanied by
peaks in the interspecies inelastic collision rate.
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In this paperwe report on the collisional properties of 174Yb in themetastable = −mP ( 1)J
3

2 state bothwith
itself, andwith ground state 6Li over a wide range ofmagnetic fields.We observe nearly one order ofmagnitude
variation in the interspecies inelastic two-body collision rate coefficient.We also perform ab initio calculations
for this collisional systemwhich link our experimental observations to the different collision channels (see
figure 1) and to the presence of anisotropy-induced interspecies Feshbach resonances.

2. Preparation of the ultracold Li–Yb*mixture

The experiment is performed inourmixture apparatus described in [20].We sequentially load compressed
magneto-optical traps ofYb andLi into a singlebeam1064 nmoptical dipole trap.Orthogonal to thismain beam,
we add amuchweaker beam(1070 nm)which serves to increase the axial confinement.After 4 s of forced
evaporative cooling consisting of lowering the intensity of themainbeam, and concurrent interspecies
thermalization,we obtain amixturewith ×500(25) 103 Yb(Li) atoms at 1.1 μK,withYb in the ground S1

0 state and

Li in the ground S2
1 2 state, spin-purified to the lowest energyZeeman state (∣ 〉 = ∣− + 〉m m, 1 2, 1J I at highfield).

We achieve spin-purifiedmetastable ytterbium in the 3P2, = −m 1J state (Yb*) using the scheme detailed in

prior work [18]. Briefly, we optically pumpusing the →S D1
0

3
2 electric quadrupole transition at 404 nm [21],

with the D3
2 state decaying to P3

2 with a 12%branching ratio. The remaining fraction decays to P3
1which

returns to S1
0 with a μ<1 s decay time and the cycle repeats.We use 1 mWof 404 nm light focused to 30 μm

aligned along the long axis of our dipole trap. In 10 mswe achieve 25% transfer to themetastable state,
populating the = −m 1J and−2 sublevels. The P3

2 substate polarizabilities are sensitive to the angle between the
electric field of the trapping laser and themagnetic quantization axis.We exploit this effect tomaximize
(minimize) the trap depth for the = − −m 1( 2)J state by orienting the linear polarization of our optical trap
parallel to themagnetic biasfield (vertical in our case). Togetherwith a 50 G cm−1 verticalmagnetic field
gradient applied against gravity, this spills the = −m 2J atoms, resulting in a pure gas of Yb* atoms4. Any atoms

Figure 1. Schematic of Yb*+Li two-body collisions showing a subset of the various possible adiabatic potentials at afinitemagnetic
field.Herewe choose a coordinate systemwith projection quantumnumbers defined along the externalmagneticfield direction. The
channels are represented by the quantumnumbers: J m m m l m(( , ) ; ( , ) ; , )J J I lYb Li , where J m( , )J Yb give the total angular
momentum and projection of themetastable Yb* atom, m m( , )J I Li give the projections of the electronic and nuclear angular
momenta for the Li atom, and l is the relative nuclear orbital angularmomentumwith projectionml. The collision starts from the

= − = − = =J m m m l m(( , ) (2, 1); ( , ) ( 1 2, 1); 0, 0)J J I lYb Li , s-wave channel (green). In this coordinate system the rotational and
Zeeman interactions as well as the isotropic dispersion potential shiftmolecular levels, whereas themagnetic dipole–dipole and
anisotropic dispersion interactions lead to coupling between different rotational (with Δl even) andZeeman components. In
particular, Feshbach resonances occur in channels with a dissociation energy above the entrance channel (red), whereas the inelastic
losses are due to a coupling to the energetically lower channels (gray).

4
The choice to use the = −mP , 1J

3
2 state is primarily a technical one. The ideal experimentwould use the = −m 2J substate to reduce the

number of decay channels for the system.However, our optical pumping schemewill always produce = −m 1J together with = −m 2J . At
our optical trapwavelength, there is no relative orientation of electric andmagneticfield directions that produces a sufficiently weaker trap
for = −m 1J to facilitate purification via spilling. Transfer of our purified sample to the = −m 2J substate via a radio frequency pulse would
require the polarization of the optical trap to also be rapidly changed to provide sufficient trapping, a technique that could be implemented
in the future.

2
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remaining in the ground state are subsequently removed by a resonant laser pulse on the strong →S P1
0

1
1

transition. At the end of the transfer process there are 2(1) × 104 Yb*(Li) atoms at μ1.7(1.5) K with a peak
density of ×1.0(5.1) 1012 cm−3 for Yb*(Li).

The entire transfer process is done at amoderatefield of 100 Gwhich is a compromise betweenminimizing
losses due to inelastics during the transfer process and ramp time to the largestmagnetic fields. Once transfer is
complete, we ramp the electromagnets at 50 Gms−1 to the desired field. Coincident with this, we lower the
magnetic gradient to 20 G cm−1, eliminating the effect of gravitational sag for the Yb* atoms and hence
maximizing the spatial overlapwith the Li atoms.We allow the gases to interact for up to 40 ms before imaging
the remaining atoms.

3. Analysis offield-dependent interactions

Since the temperature is far below the p-wave threshold for the system [18], we consider only l= 0 rotational
states in the entrance channel for collisions between = = −m m 1JYb ,Yb and =m mJLi ,Li+ = +m 1 2I ,Li

atoms.We analyze the time evolution of our ultracoldmixture at differentmagnetic fieldsB in terms of two
field-dependent two-body inelastic parameters representing all Yb*–Yb* and all Yb*–Li inelastic collisions.

The time evolution of the atomic densities in our two-speciesmixture (figure 2) isfit according to the
coupled differential equations

= − ′ −n K B n n K B n˙ ( ) 2 ( ) , (1)Yb 2 Yb Li 2 Yb
2

= − ′n K B n n˙ ( ) , (2)Li 2 Yb Li

where nYb(Li) is the Yb*(Li) density and ′K K( )2 2 are thefield dependent Yb*+Yb*(Yb*+Li) inelastic coefficients.
Decay rates for single-body processes and for Li–Li interactions are negligible for this system [18] and are
therefore excluded from this analysis. Three-body decay rates of the form K n3 Yb

3 and ′K n n3 Yb
2

Li can also
contribute to systemdynamics, but are expected to bemuchweaker given the relatively low densities involved.

The extracted inelastic coefficients depend sensitively on the spatial overlap of the gases, which is affected by
temperatures, trap frequencies, and spatial offsets. The temperature itself is a dynamic quantity; atoms from the
densest (and thus lowest energy) regions of the trap are preferentially removed, thus increasing the temperature.
In addition, the excitation scheme preferentially heats the Yb* atoms fromphoton recoil. To guard against this,
wemeasure the temperature dynamics of the two gases at severalmagnetic fields, andfind that the temperature
does not appreciably change over the short timescale of the experiment5.

Figure 2. Sample lifetime data of Yb*(blue) and Li (red) taken at 100 G (open circles) and 450 G (closed circles) are shown. Also
shown are bestfit curves (see text) for both 100 G (dashed) and 450 G (solid) datasets. All error bars are statistical.

5
Including these temperature variations in the analysis led to <5% variation in the extracted inelastic coefficients, which is smaller than the

reported error bars.

3
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Wepay careful attention to the spatial overlap of the two clouds during the evolution time, limiting our
analysis to the durationwithinwhich the two species have not lostmore than 10%overlap. This typically limits
the datasets for analysis to the 0–20 ms regime6.

At eachmagnetic field, we take a separate set of data with all Li atoms removed from the trap. This allows us
to independently fit theK2 parameter associatedwith Yb*+Yb* inelastic processes. This results in dramatically
improved fits and uncertainties for the ′K2 parameter.

The resulting spectrumof inelastic rates for 100–520 G is shown infigure 3.Wefind that the intra-species
inelastic rate ismuchweaker than the inter-species rate. The intra-species coefficient K B( )2 remainsmostly
constant throughout this range. The inter-species coefficient ′K B( )2 , however, displays an overall growthwith
magnetic field from100 to 450 Gof about a factor of eight. Of particular note is the peak at 450 Gwhich
approaches the unitarity limit of × −2.9 10 10 cm3 s−1 [22] for two-body Li–Yb interactions at these
temperatures.

4. Theoreticalmodel

Ourfirst-principles coupled-channelmodel is similar to the anisotropic scattering of highly-magnetic
lanthanide atoms [17], and allows us to calculate both elastic and inelastic rate coefficients between colliding
fermionic 6Li and bosonicmetastable 174Yb atoms. Themodel treats the effects of the atomic energy splittings,
molecular rotation, themagnetic dipole–dipole, and electrostatic isotropic and anisotropic dispersion
interactions non-pertubatively and on equal footing. For bosonic 174Yb, themetastable state has a large spin–
orbit interaction. Its nuclear spin is zero, thus there is no nuclear hyperfine structure. The fermionic 6Li has non-
zero nuclear spin ⃗ıLi and therefore both Zeeman and hyperfine splittings are present.

We perform close-coupling calculations in the atomic basis θ ϕ ∣ 〉Y i s Fm s l Jm( , ) ( ) ( )lm F JLi Li Yb Ybl , where

θ ϕY ( , )lml is a spherical harmonic and the angles θ andϕ give the orientation of the internuclear axis relative to
themagneticfield direction. All projections are defined relative to themagnetic field direction andwe have used

=l 0Li and =i 0Yb . In this basis the hyperfine ⃗ ⃗a ı s( · )hf Li Li , spin–orbit ⃗ ⃗a s l( · )so Yb Yb , and rotational

interactions μ⃗ l R(2 )r
2 2 2 are diagonal, where μr is the reducedmass of themolecule.

The total projection of the colliding 6Li(2S1 2) and
174Yb( P3

2) is = + + = −M m m m 1 2lLi Yb , and is
conserved. Inelastic atom–atomprocesses are present due to spin–orbit relaxation to the energetically-lower
Zeeman sub-levels and P3

1,0 multiplets.
TheR-dependent couplingmatrix elements between these atomic channels are due tomolecular

interactions and are evaluated using a small set of spherical tensor operators. There are three contributions: (i) a
spin-independent isotropic potential V R( )iso , which is proportional to R1 6 for large separation, (ii) a short-

Figure 3. Spectra of inelastic decay coefficients as a function ofmagneticfield for Yb*+Yb* (black) andYb*+Li (red). All error bars are
statistical.

6
The interspecies overlap during themixture evolution time can be affected by relative cloud center-of-massmotion from small intensity

imbalances in the two counter-propagating 404 nmexcitation beams, whichwe experimentallyminimize. Another contributor is a small
magneticfield gradient along theweakest trap axis which differentially affects the two species.

4
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range isotropic exchange interaction described by the tensor ⃗ ⊗ ⃗Σ ΠV R s s( )[ ]ex
,

Li Yb 00, which splits the doublets
from the quartets of theΣ andΠ potentials, whereV R( )ex falls off exponentially for largeR, and (iii) an

anisotropic quadrupole-like interaction ⊗ ⃗ ⊗ ⃗V R C l l( )[ ˆ [ ] ]ani 2 Yb Yb 2 00, which lifts the degeneracy of theΣ andΠ

potentials, where ∝V R R( ) 1ani
6 for largeR, and θ ϕ π θ ϕ= +C k Yˆ ( , ) 4 (2 1) ( , )kq kq . The interaction

strengthsV R( )iso ,V R( )ex , andV R( )ani are constructed such that, in the body-fixed framewith projections along
the internuclear axis, the sumof four interactions reproduces our four non-relativistic potentials at short range
and the non-relativistic van derWaals coefficients at long range [23]. In addition, we include twomagnetic

dipole–dipole interactions ⊗ ⃗ ⊗ ⃗c C s s R[ ˆ [ ] ]1 2 Li Yb 2 00
3 and ⊗ ⃗ ⊗ ⃗c C s l R[ ˆ [ ] ]2 2 Li Yb 2 00

3, where

= − × −c E a6.53 10 h1
5

0
3 and = − × −c E a1.31 10 h2

4
0
3.

The resultant inelastic scattering coefficient forfields between 100 and 520 Gauss is shown togetherwith the
experimental values infigure 4(a).We note that the agreement between our experimental and theoretical
spectrum is only obtained after a study of the dependencies of the rate coefficient on the short-range shape of the

Σ+2,4 and Π2,4 electronic potentials.We cannot exclude the existence of other shapes of potentials that will lead
to loss rates consistent with the experimental data.

We observe one clear resonance at 450 G, and someweakmodulations at lowerfields. These resonances have
multi-channel dependence and cannot be characterized by a single partial wave, only converging to theirfinal
locationswhen collision channels up to l = 8 are included in the calculation (see figure 4(b)). Our bound-state
calculation of the LiYb*molecule allows us to assign the 450 G feature as arising from a resonancewith a bound
state of 60% g-wave and 40% d-wave character, andml=1.Other quantum labels for this resonance arise from
the eigenstates of the atomic Zeeman plus hyperfineHamiltonian [23] of 6Li and 174Yb, with

= −m m( , ) (1 2, 1)J I Li and = −J m( , ) (2, 1)J Yb for ytterbium.Wefind that the dominant loss process is to the

Figure 4. (a) Shows the theoretical (solid black) curve with optimized short-range potentials (see text) for the inelastic loss rate
coefficient between 6Li and 174Yb together with the experimental data (red points). (b) Inelastic loss rate to the = −mP 2J

3
2 (green)

and P3
1 (blue) channels together with the total loss rate (black). The dashed lines correspond to the same calculations performed

without l = 0 channels.

5
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Yb = −mP , 2J
3

2 manifold (see figure 4(b)), suggesting that the inelastic rate can be reduced significantly by
eliminating this decay channel in future experiments.We also see that the contributions are principally from

≠l 0 channels, indicating the importance of anisotropic interactions.We note that our analysis is restricted to
two-body inelastic processes only, and this restrictionmay contribute to the residual quantitative deviations
between the experimental and theoretical spectra.

5. Summary andConclusions

Weobserve a strong feature in the inelastic rate of the 174Yb = −mP , 1J
3

2 + 6Li S2
1 2, ∣ 〉m m,J I = ∣− + 〉1 2, 1

system at 450 G.When combinedwith a theoreticalmodel which fits the obtained inelastic rate spectrum, this
provides evidence for anisotropy-inducedmagnetic Feshbach resonances in this collisional system. Futurework
includes amore careful study of the nature of these Li–Yb* resonances and their applicability towardsmolecule
formation. A direct → mS P ( )1

0
3

2 optical transfer scheme [24] will allow experiments to efficiently access each
Zeeman state individually. Of particular interest is the lowest Zeeman state of fermionic 173Ybwhere the intra-
species inelastic effects should be suppressed due to Pauli-blocking of s-wave collisions and background inter-
species inelastic effects should be reduced frombeing in the lowest energy collision channel in the P3

2 Zeeman
manifold.
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